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ABSTRACT

Recently, increased attention has been paid to small gas turbine units. Microturbines with fuel cells and microturbines with heaters in a Combined Heat and Power (CHP) arrangement are showing great promise for supplying distributed electric and shaft power and process or space heat. Small jet engines are becoming increasingly popular for small piloted and non-piloted aircraft.

In developing the microturbine for power generation, considerable attention has been paid to improving the recuperator, which had not seen such intensive research and development activity since the years of automobile gas turbine development. Also, the small size of the microturbine has led to a preference for radial turbomachinery, including radial inflow turbines. Smaller turbomachinery and other components have led to greater interest in ceramic components and ceramic coatings. Renewed interest in radial flow turbomachinery revealed a need to better understand radial-flow component fluid mechanics such as the effects of streamline curvature on boundary layer flows. Finally, small sizes have raised attention to low Reynolds number effects, such as transition and flow separation, particularly in the development of small axial-flow turbines for use in aircraft propulsion.

In this report, we review recent developments documented in the literature for these areas of interest to small gas turbine engines and comment on contributions from our research lab.

INTRODUCTION

INTEREST IN DISTRIBUTED ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

A major change in US energy policy began in 1978 with the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA). This gave birth to an independent power industry by ending regional monopolies over the generation of electricity. This led to many changes, including a growth in microturbine sales, 300 in 1999 to 5,000 in 2001. Deregulation led to considerable confusion, however, about how to proceed. After the disastrous summer of 2001 in California, many states chose to proceed with great caution. Currently, generation of power can be national (even international), though the control is often still local. Previously, generation, transmission and distribution were “bundled” into one customer bill. Now they are “unbundled,” where generation and transmission may be by competitors, though distribution is usually with the “incumbent suppliers.” This led to restrictions on availability of shared transmission facilities and more interest in distributed power generation. Also, experience with interrupted power led to a new market, “high grade” power capable of supporting the “digital world.”

Digital servers cannot afford occasional interruptions and are willing to pay a premium for reliable, uninterrupted power. Also, opportunities for bartering pollution credits with “green energy” production have emerged where businesses have the opportunity to purchase “certificates” to offset the environmental effects of added facilities. This has opened opportunities for microturbines or other distributed sources to burn “green fuels,” such as municipal and agricultural wastes. Recently, concern arose over disruption of power by terrorist acts, directing more attention to distributed power to reduce the effect of a single mishap.

In the last two years, the US suffered a downturn of its economy resulting in reduced demand for energy and relaxation in national energy planning. Coincidentally, much of the enthusiasm for growth in distributed power has waned. On August 14, 2003, a portion of North America suffered a massive, though short-lived, blackout. This served as a reminder that federal attention must be paid to power generation and distribution. When the economy rebounds, the demand of the past will reemerge with, perhaps, heightened demand for distributed power generation. Given a worldwide economic recovery, as anticipated, the shortages and concerns may be more acute than in the past. In anticipation, the engineering community must continue with development of systems available for efficient distributed power generation. In this next phase, we anticipate that microturbines will have an increased share of the power system.

INTEREST IN SMALL ENGINES AND LOW-REYNOLDS NUMBER FLOWS IN AIRCRAFT PROPULSION

In recent years, the commercial air transportation market has moved to more, direct routes and a mild reduction of the use of airline hubs. This has driven the commercial airline business to manufacture more, small aircraft. Since propeller-driven small aircraft are becoming less acceptable to the modern short trip passengers, these aircraft are increasingly using small ducted fan gas turbine engines. Also, the military is becoming more reliant on small Unpiloted Aviation Vehicle (UAV) aircraft, for which the jet engine is becoming an increasingly attractive propulsion option. Additionally, noise regulations have led to offering engines with higher bypass ratios and, thus, reduced core flow. This leads to reduced engine core flow minimum Reynolds numbers. Furthermore, in recent years there has been a strong tendency to reduce the number of blades and stages within aircraft turbomachinery. Thus, the remaining blades are more highly loaded. The increased loading tends to exacerbate low-Reynolds–number effects, extending the portion of the airfoil surface over which boundary layer flow is transitional and/or mildly separated. The combination of all these various effects has led to strong...
interest, recently, in improving the prediction of low Reynolds number flows through Low-Pressure Turbines (LPT).

**RECENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT**

The following gives a snapshot of recent research activity related to micro- and small-size engines. Most of the discussion comes from recent International Gas Turbine Conferences (IGTC). Some is a review of research results from our laboratory.

**Microturbine systems**

The following discusses recent advancements in microturbine system development. Takase et al. (2002) evaluated larger (300kW) microturbine systems that operate at higher pressure ratios as a more economical alternative to the smaller-size, present microturbines. The analysis factored in the lower cost of the recuperator due to lower supply temperatures of the system. Elmegaard and Qvale (2002) studied an Indirectly Fired Gas Turbine (IFGT) fueled with wet biomass. An integrated system was proposed in which the microturbine and the fuel drying system are combined. Analyses of microturbine systems for electric power generation, heating and cooling were presented by Campanari et al. (2002). Various plant schemes and heat pump/chiller systems were considered.

Hybrid fuel cell and microturbine systems were assessed by Bohn et al. (2002). Optimized combined systems and stand-alone operation of a fuel cell or a microturbine were addressed. Kimujima and Kasagi (2002) reviewed their experiences with a gas turbine/fuel cell system. Because of part-load operation during their operational cycle, they found that it was more efficient to run the turbine under variable rotation operation even though the turbomachinery components were at times operating off-design.

Development of a combined fuel cell and microturbine at Siemens-Westinghouse was discussed by Veyo et al. (2002). Three sizes were being developed, ranging from 200kW to 500kW. A greater efficiency is gained when the system is used for CHP. Off-design performance of a fuel cell/microturbine system was discussed by Bedont et al. (2002). Particular emphasis was put on CO$_2$ recycle control. A model used for such assessment was presented. Also, models were presented for fuel cell/microturbine systems by Magistri et al. (2002).

In comparing high-efficiency distributed cogeneration and large-scale, combined-cycle power generation, Martin (2003) concluded that high-efficiency, distributed cogeneration is substantially more energy efficient and economical than large, remote, combined-cycle power plants. Medrano et al. (2003) estimated air quality impact for a representative Distributed Generation (DG) scenario of the year 2010 with comparison to a base case scenario with no DG emissions. A three-dimensional air quality model including detailed atmospheric chemistry and transport was employed.

McDonell et al. (2003) collected operational data from microturbine generators and discussed optimal operational conditions. Isomura et al. (2003) discussed their micro-turbochargers and micro-combustor developments in support of the microturbine system evolution. Performance changes in the development of microturbines due to scaling effects and system configuration were discussed. A conjugate analysis of a turbocharger including the compressor, the oil-cooled center housing, and the turbine was performed by Bohn et al. (2003a). It was shown that heat transfer from the turbine into the compressor significantly influences the process. Some generalization of heat transfer laws was provided to enable prediction of heat transfer at other operating points with similar geometries. Bohn et al. (2003b) measured temperature distributions on the surfaces of the turbine, compressor and bearing casing. The analysis showed the strong effect of turbine inlet temperature. Bozza et al. (2003) examined possibilities for micro-gas turbine operation under a wide range of thermal and mechanical load requirements. Attention was focused on a partially recuperated thermal cycle based on a bypass option with the heat recovery boiler. They noted the importance of combustor geometry on operation.

Traverso et al. (2003a) discussed transient behavior of two advanced cycles, the Externally Fired micro Gas Turbine (EFmGT) cycle and a solar Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC). The CBC showed good performance and stability over the entire operating range, even when a fault occurred in the control valves. Traverso et al. (2003b) discussed design and off-design performance of an EFmGT demonstration plant. They showed that there is no “forbidden” part-load, steady-state operating point. Akbari and Muller (2003) enhanced the performance of two small gas turbines (30 kW and 60 kW) by implementing various wave rotor topping cycles.

**Ceramics**

Important to microturbine development are advancements in ceramics. Mutassim (2002) discussed the various effects of the hot section environment on thermal barrier coating life. DiCarlo et al. (2002) documented progress at NASA-Glenn with their ceramic matrix composites for hot-section components. The effectiveness of certain treatments and detrimental effects of inadvertent carbon were discussed. Shi et al. (2002) discussed progress with the design of ceramic axial vane rings and axial turbine rotors for their microturbine. Cox et al. (2002) developed integrally-formed ceramic matrix composite structures for hot-section structures that may be used with active cooling. Fukudome et al. (2002) addressed the problem of recession of Si-based ceramics and evaluated Environmental Barrier Coatings (EBC) for application to hot section components. Miriyala et al. (2002) reviewed test results with Fiber-reinforced Ceramic Composite (CFCC) combustor liners with Environmental Barrier Coatings (EBC).

van Roode et al. (2002) discussed impact tests to be applied to ceramic components and noted good performance with CFCC. Sun et al. (2002) also discussed the application of EBCs to silicon nitride and silicon carbide materials. Lee (2002) proposed EBC applications with a silicon bond coat, an yttria-stabilized zirconia top coat and various intermediate coats. Ellingson et al. (2002) reviewed lower-cost, x-ray, Non-Destructive Evaluations (NDE) of ceramic components for application to the microturbine market. Cost saving is by rejection of poor ceramic pieces before machining time is invested. Walsh et al. (2002) introduced the use of polymer-derived-ceramics (PDC) for fabrication by micro-stereolithography of turbine and recuperator sections. Good stability of the fabricated parts was cited. This is important for the turbine if tip gap clearances are to be maintained.

Carruthers et al. (2002) discussed methods to achieve improved fracture toughness, strength and high temperature environmental resistance of silicon nitride for rotating components. Fett et al. (2002) discussed fracture testing by loading with opposed and concentrated forces via rollers. Stress solutions and intensity factors were presented. Choo et al. (2002) developed a technique for interrogating processes in the zone head of a crack tip, called the frontal zone processes, to assess the relationship between critical size of that zone and fracture toughness and tensile strength.

Jimenez et al. (2003) discussed improving stationary gas turbines in cogeneration plants through selective replacement of hot section metallic components with ceramic components. Fujiwara et al. (2003) introduced research on unique ceramic materials produced through unidirectional solidification with eutectic compositions of two-phase oxides. This material, Melt Growth Composite (MGC), could sustain its room temperature strength up to 1700°C while offering strong oxidation-resistance. Bharadwaj et al. (2003) reported studies on synthesis and oxidation behavior of polymer-derived SiAlCN material, a new class of material synthesized by thermal decomposition of polymeric precursors. Oxidation studies revealed that SiAlCN possesses a lower oxidation rate than SiC. It was believed that the better oxidation resistance of SiAlCN was due to the oxide
that with pure SiO₂ layer containing Al, which slowed oxygen diffusion relative to that with pure SiO₂. Göring et al. (2003) introduced WHIPOX (Wound Highly Porous Oxide CMCs) oxide/oxide composites which are composed of highly porous alumina silicate or alumina fibers. Compared to other long-fiber reinforced ceramic composites, fabrication is cost effective. Non-brittle fracture behavior and mechanical properties are favorable for many technical applications.

Choi et al. (2003) investigated Foreign Object Damage (FOD) behavior with two commercial gas turbine grade silicon nitride composites, AS800 and SN282. Testing was with thin disks impacted by steel-ball projectiles at ambient temperature. AS800 silicon nitride exhibited a greater FOD resistance than SN282, primarily due to its greater fracture toughness. Yuri and Hisamatsu (2003) measured the influence of combustion gas flow conditions on the recession rate of silicon nitride, silicon carbide and alumina, developing a recession rate equation.

Nair and Sun (2003) showed strength and toughness of an Environmental Barrier Coating (EBC)-substrate interface over a wide temperature range. A substantial decrease in the moduli of the EBC coated layers, as well as a decrease in both the strength and toughness of the EBC/substrate interface at elevated temperature were noted. Lin et al. (2003) evaluated the effect of thin CVD-mullite coatings on the mechanical reliability and lifetime performance of SN88 subjected to mechanical loading conditions. Mechanical testing results and SEM examinations indicated that the CVD-mullite coating could not protect the SN88 to ensure long-term mechanical performance and lifetime in gas turbine environments. Durability of liners is limited primarily by the long-term stability of SiC in the high steam environment of the gas turbine combustor. Kimmel et al. (2003) developed an EBC to meet the 30,000-hour life goal. Results of their evaluation from an engine test of greater than 15,000-hours were compared against results of a previous engine test of 14,000-hours. More et al. (2003) conducted high-sample-throughput, first-stage evaluations of EBCs with small ceramic specimens under a range of temperatures, pressures and H₂O concentrations.

Bouillon et al. (2003) tested nozzles made by C-fiber and SiC-fiber CMCs under accelerated conditions without damage for 600 and 1000 hours, respectively. Both materials showed strong potential for improving durability.

**Combustors**

Because of the slightly non-traditional duty seen by microturbine combustors, we include a discussion of recent microturbine-related combustor developments.

Liedtke et al. (2002) reviewed recent work at Karlsruhe on a counter-flow combustor designed for microturbine application. The concept employs film evaporation of fuel on the hot inner surface of a premix tube to reduce the combustor size. The concept of premixing air and Lower Calorific Value (LCV) gas within the compressor was proposed by van der Wel et al. (2002) to eliminate stall or surge at the operating point, which may arise when air and LCV gas are introduced to the combustor. The effect is tied to the mass flow rate imbalance between the turbine and the compressor when LCV fuel is used. Liedtke et al. (2003) described emission performance of a newly designed liquid fuelled microturbine combustor in which lean premixed pre-vaporized combustion was utilized. Fuel evaporates as a film on the hot inner surface of a premix tube. The heat for evaporation is provided by the outer, counter-flow, hot exhaust gases. To establish almost adiabatic conditions within the reaction zone, the flame tube was designed with a multi-layered geometry, consisting of ceramic rings forming the inner wall, a compliant layer of insulation and the outer metal casing. They investigated the impact of combustor loading, equivalence ratio, staging and ratio between calculated reaction times and mean residence times on the formation of pollutant emissions. They found great potential for pollutant reduction. A low-NOₓ, high-stability flame combustor was proposed for microturbine application by Shiotani et al. (2002). A swirl zone for ensuring flame stability and a premixing scheme were described.

Rokke et al. (2003) developed a novel 3 MW gas turbine mainly for marine propulsion. It included a dual-fuel, dry low emission (DLE) combustion system designed for single-digit NOₓ emission. Techniques, such as flame temperature control, staged combustion, lean premixing and lean prevaporized premixing and rich-quench-lean-burning and catalytic combustion were reviewed. Giulio et al. (2003) assessed approaches for numerical simulation of premixed combustion for microturbine design. A flamelet concept routine by N. Peters was employed.

To improve the energy conversion of biomass to electricity, Bohn and Lepers (2003) suggested integration of a micro gas turbine with a biogas generator that allowed more efficient biomass conversion and an extension of biomass digestion to biomasses with reduced biochemical availability. Chiesa et al. (2003) addressed burning hydrogen in a large size, heavy-duty gas turbine designed to run on natural gas. Moderate efficiency reductions were predicted with elevated dilution rates. Cerri et al. (2003) surveyed CO₂ and NOₓ emission-free hydrogen-fuelled power cycles. They concluded that solutions were needed for turbine operation at the unexplored steam thermodynamic states that would exist in the expansion path. A turbine layout, based on a Ljungström-type radial flow turbine arrangement with massive cooling was presented.

**Recuperators**

Unique to the microturbine system is integral recuperation. Successful development of cost-effective recuperators is important to the competitiveness of microturbine systems. For this reason, we review recent progress on recuperator development.

A method for evaluating candidate materials for advanced microturbine recuperators, including a means for accelerating the test period, was presented by Lara-Curzio et al. (2002). Lagerström and Xie (2002) described a laser-welded recuperator for microturbine operation. The manufacturing technologies of stamping and laser welding were to reduce the cost of the recuperator and the microturbine system. In a similar paper, Proeschel (2002) presented a recuperator design that was simplified for manufacturing by utilization of welded standard commercial tubing. Antoine and Priceles (2002) presented durability test results on their spiral regenerator design concept. Similarly, Treece et al. (2002) discussed operational results for their recuperator design. Carman et al. (2002) proposed a ceramic microchannel heat exchanger fabricated with microstereolithography techniques for application to microturbine regeneration. Pint et al. (2002) discussed the effects of water vapor in the exhaust stream on recuperator materials. With the proposed alloys, the effects were small.

Chapman (2003) utilized laminar flow theory to investigate the effect of heat transfer surface selection, passage size and flow length in compact recuperator design. A simple rectangular flow passage was recommended as a good choice; the flow length should be as small as practical. Kang and McKeiman (2003) designed a new annular type primary surface recuperator for a 200 kW microturbine. It was assembled with a microturbine engine and tested. The design goals of 90% effectiveness and 2.5% total relative pressure drop were achieved. Wilson (2003) explained the principle of operation of regenerative heat exchangers and compared the characteristics with those of recuperators. Implementation of regenerative heat exchangers in current microturbines would improve design-point thermal efficiency and off-design performance. Kesseli et al. (2003) evaluated the performance and economics of recuperation for a practical range of effectiveness values with typical pressure-loss fractions. They showed the strong correlation between recuperator cost and engine specific-power.
measurements documented interaction of the shock wave and the length of the pitch. This was associated with the increased concentrated near the blade leading edge tip region along the full secondary flows were dominant. Considerable loss was Plafreyman and Martinez-Botas (2002) computed flow in a strongly-curved fishtail diffuser design. Neither effect was importance of unsteadiness and streamline curvature in the entering a fishtail diffuser was measured by Yaras and Orsi working range was strongly influenced by the diffuser design. Reasons for stall inception were identified. Bonaiuti et al. (2002) computed secondary flow fields in a low-solidity cascade diffuser, Oh (2002b), were investigated by Mukkavilli et al. (2002) discussed the effects of solidity on the performance of centrifugal machine diffusers. They compared the performance of various designs against the performance of a vaneless diffuser. Off-design performance characteristics of a channel-wedge vane diffuser, Oh (2002a), and a low-solidity cascade diffuser, Oh (2002b), were investigated by experimentation and computation. Optimum solidity values were proposed and secondary flow fields were discussed. Ferrara et al. measured the effects of the diffuser geometry on rotating stall inception (2002a) and on stage performance (2002b). They observed that curvature effects were visible in both the laminar and the turbulent portions. Concave curvature is destabilizing, leading to a more upstream transition onset.

Schwarz et al. (2002) examined a turbulent boundary layer in the presence of convex curvature of different strengths combined with various degrees of streamwise pressure gradient. Emphasis was on the near-wall layer of the convex wall boundary layer subjected to various streamwise pressure gradients. Their measurements of mean flow and turbulence showed appreciable changes due to curvature, mainly in the outer portion of the boundary layers. Turbulent burst frequency is changed by wall curvature, enhanced by concave curvature and reduced by convex curvature. Bretenon and Shih (2001) assessed the ability of a k-ε, two-equation turbulence model to predict flows with shear and an extra rate of strain, such as rotation or streamline curvature. Smith (2003) presented an Explicit Algebraic Stress Model (EASM) which was shown to significantly improve agreement with experimental data in regions of high curvature.

Ligrani and Hedlund (2003) described heat transfer and flow structure in a channel with a straight portion followed by a portion with mild curvature at Dean numbers from 100 to 1084. Different
flow events were observed, including laminar two-dimensional flow, Dean vortex flow, wavy Dean vortex flow, splitting and merging of Dean vortex pairs, transitional flow with arrays of Dean vortex pairs and fully turbulent flow with arrays of Dean vortex pairs. The Nusselt number varies with curvature, streamwise development and Dean number and is affected by these differently for laminar, transitional and turbulent flows.

Streamline curvature - University of Minnesota

Curvature effects on turbulent transport and transition to turbulence have been experimentally documented in our lab for the past 22 years. Generally, our measurements confirm that concave curvature has a destabilizing effect that increases turbulent transport whereas convex curvature has the opposite effect. Convex curvature causes a dramatic reduction of the primary Reynolds shear stress in the outer portion of the boundary layer compared to values in a turbulent flow over a flat plate. This is attributed to destruction of large eddies in the stable convex curved flow. Favorable pressure gradients, when interacting with convex curvature, oppose the wake-enhancing effect of convex curvature but augment its stabilizing effect on turbulent stresses, and transport. On the other hand, adverse pressure gradients enhance the wake strength and counteract stabilizing effects of convex curvature. One of the more recent papers from our work, Kestoras and Simon (1997), discusses the effects of removal of concave curvature under both high and low free-stream turbulence conditions. A boundary layer was allowed to develop on a concave wall then flow onto a downstream flat wall. The test wall static pressure was uniform. Elevated values of turbulent shear stress, $u'v'$, and turbulent heat flux, $\overline{V^2}$, in the concave curved boundary layer turbulent core region were immediately reduced to flat-wall values when destabilizing concave curvature was removed on the downstream flat wall (see Fig. 1). This was more pronounced when freestream turbulence was higher. In a low-turbulence case, Goertler vortices that formed on the concave wall were slow to die on the downstream, flat, recovery wall.

Most of our work focused on the effects of curvature on transition. An example is a review paper by Volino and Simon (1995) in which concave and convex-curved transitional flows were compared to flat wall boundary layers with various levels of freestream turbulence. Values compared were the transition start location, transition length, turbulent spot production rate and intermittency distributions. Trends were clear and consistent with the literature, although a point was made that turbulence length scale documentation in the literature is not sufficient to properly separate length scale effects from turbulence level effects. The program went on to include the effects of streamwise acceleration (Volino and Simon 1997a and b). The effect of acceleration is to stabilize the flow which extends the length of the transition region, even when the free-stream turbulence is elevated. One tool for viewing the behavior of transitional boundary layers is octant analysis. Volino and Simon (1994) applied this technique to see the relative importance of such events as hot ejections and cold sweeps to find fundamental differences between fully turbulent flow and transitional flow. In an attempt to describe the effects of freestream turbulence on transition, Volino and Simon (2000) employed a technique called “transfer function” to show which frequencies within the freestream seem to be amplified by the boundary layer during transition.

LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS, BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION AND TRANSITION

Properly designing for boundary layer behavior on surfaces of small axial-flow turbomachines is important to the efficiency of the engine when the Reynolds numbers are low. Under these conditions, separation can lead to significant losses. The strength of separation is dependent on transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Thus, both transition and separation become important. In the following, we first discuss models that have evolved for transition prediction in turbomachinery. We then discuss recent research on transition and low Reynolds number boundary layer behavior. Finally, we present recent University of Minnesota data and their use in supporting the models. This has become a very active research area in the last three years.

![Fig. 1 Turbulent shear stress normalized on $U_{cw}$, the curved-wall velocity found by extrapolating the external (inviscid) velocity field to the wall. Stations 5 and 6 are on the concave section whereas stations 7, 8 and 9 are on the flat recovery wall.](image)

NUMERICAL

In recent years, numerical simulations of steady and unsteady transitional flow without, then with, passing wakes have been presented. Most simulations are based on the solution of the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equation in combination with turbulence transport models. Many of these simulations use an algebraic transition modeling in conjunction with an intermittency function to describe how the turbulence term is activated within the transitional flow. Examples of these algebraic models follow.

**Determination of transition onset**

Separated flow transition. Mayle (1991) developed the following correlation for low free-stream turbulence levels ($\Pi = 0.2-0.5\%$).

$$\text{Re}_{s, st} = 300 \text{Re} \theta_{s} 0.7$$

(short bubble)                                (1)

$$\text{Re}_{s, st} = 1000 \text{Re} \theta_{s} 0.7$$

(long bubble)                                (2)

where $\text{Re}_{s, st}$ is based on the distance from separation to transition onset and $\text{Re} \theta_{s}$ is based on the momentum thickness at separation.

Roberts (1980) gave the following equations to predict the transition onset:

$$\text{Re}_{s, s} = 25,000 \log_{1000} \left( \text{Coth}(\Pi T F \times 10) \right)$$

(3)

where $\text{TF} = T_\pi (C/L_s)^{1/5}$, $C$ is chord length, $L_s$ is macroscale of the inlet turbulence and $T_\pi$ is inlet turbulence intensity.

Based on Roberts’ work, Davis et al. (1985) gave a correlation for the length from the separation point to the transition onset
location in terms of the turbulence level:
\[
Re_{1,at} = 25,000 \log \left( \frac{\nu}{\kappa} \left( \frac{\nu}{\kappa} \chi \right) \right)
\]  

(4)

It is presumed that upstream development important to transition is adequately represented by the momentum thickness Reynolds number at separation and the location of separation in the Mayle model and on the local \(T\alpha\) at separation and the location of separation in the Davis et al. model.

Mayle’s separated-flow transition start model will be compared against University of Minnesota data later in this paper.

Attached flow transition. Onset models for attached flow transition are given by Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980), Mayle (1991) and Drela (1995). Mayle reviewed research on the effects of freestream turbulence and pressure gradients on transition onset and gave the following correlation:
\[
Re_{\theta_{1,at}} = 400T^{5/8}
\]  

(5)

Abu-Ghannam and Shaw put a hot-wire probe close to the surface at a fixed chordwise station and increased the tunnel speed gradually until the transition point was at the hot-wire probe location, as indicated by the velocity level. Both start and end of transition were thus identified. Start of transition was taken as the point where the curve showed a rapid rise with increase in flow speed and the end of transition was taken as the peak of the measured velocity vs. flow speed curve. Based on their experiments, and some others, the following correlation for determining transition onset was observed:
\[
Re_{\theta_{1,at}} = 163 + \exp \left\{ \frac{F(\lambda_{\theta}) - F(\lambda_{\theta})}{6.91} TI \right\}
\]  

(6)

where
\[
F(\lambda_{\theta}) = 6.91 + 12.75\lambda_{\theta} + 63.64\lambda_{\theta}^2 \quad \text{for} \quad \lambda_{\theta} < 0
\]
\[
F(\lambda_{\theta}) = 6.91 + 24.8\lambda_{\theta} - 12.27\lambda_{\theta}^2 \quad \text{for} \quad \lambda_{\theta} > 0
\]
\(Re_{\theta_{1,at}}\) is the momentum thickness Reynolds number at transition onset and \(TI\) is free-stream turbulence intensity. Herein, we take this to be at the transition onset location.

Based on the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw model, Drela suggested a correlation that includes the shape factor:
\[
Re_{\theta_{1,at}} = 155 + 89(0.25 \tanh(\frac{10}{H_{\imath_2}} - 5.5)) + 12.67^{2.5}
\]  

(7)

\(\hat{n} = -8.43 - 2.4 \ln(\frac{TU}{100})\)

(8)

\(Tu' = 2.7 \tanh\left( \frac{TI}{2.7} \right)\)

(9)

**Transition region**

In some analyses, only the transition start model is needed and the transitional and turbulent flows are computed with the turbulence model. Others choose to employ transition end and path models to control the means by which the turbulence model is activated. They use the intermittency (the fraction of the flow that is turbulent) to turn on the turbulence term. Transition path models are by Dhawan and Narasimha (1958), Solomon et al. (1996), Boyle and Simon (1998), Ramesh and Hodson (1999) and Schobeiri and Chakka (2002). The last two include the effects of wakes. It is well known that laminar-to-turbulent transition in a Low-Pressure Turbine (LPT) boundary layer is unsteady and strongly influenced by wakes generated by upstream airfoils. Though great progress has been made toward developing engineering models for steady flow transition, accurate characterization of unsteady transition is in a very early stage of development.

Emmons (1951) introduced the concept of intermittency. The intermittency distribution depends on the rates of formation, propagation and growth of turbulent spots. Emmons assumed that the turbulent spot generation rate was independent of time and position downstream of the onset location. This is called the “continuous breakdown” model. This led to the following equation for intermittency distribution in the transition zone.
\[
\gamma = 1 - \exp \left\{ -\frac{\sigma}{3U} g(x - x')^2 \right\}
\]  

(10)

Schubauer and Klebanoff (1955) found disagreement between Emmons’ theory and their experimental measurements of intermittency distribution on a flat plate. Narasimha (1957) suggested that turbulent spots are generated only in a narrow region around the transition onset location. This is called the “concentrated breakdown” model. This idea leads to
\[
\gamma = 1 - \exp \left\{ -\frac{\sigma}{3U} g_n(x - x')^2 \right\}
\]  

(11)

Intermittency modeling with wakes Hodson et al. (1992) investigated the intermittency distribution in the transition region in unsteady boundary layer flow under the influence of the wakes, as seen in turbomachinery. They assumed that the wakes could trigger the generation of turbulent spots. As the wakes are traveling, new turbulent spots are generated underneath the wake flow where spots were not being generated prior to the arrival of the wakes. The Ramesh and Hodson (1999) intermittency model 1) incorporates the stabilizing effect of the calmed region behind the turbulent spot and 2) accounts for the effect of fully turbulent fluid inhibiting further spot production. They gave the intermittency distribution as:
\[
\gamma = 1 - \exp \left\{ -\int_{X_0}^{\infty} \frac{3G(X_0 - X)^2}{1 + g(X_0 - X)^2} dX_0 \right\}
\]  

(12)

where \(\gamma\) is intermittency, \(X = \frac{Ux}{v}, X_t = \frac{Ux_t}{v}, X_0 = \frac{Ux_0}{v}\),
\(G = \frac{g \sigma^3}{3 \nu^4}, \tau = \sigma' / \sigma = 5.44\).

In these expressions, the subscript “\(t\)” refers to “at the transition onset point.” Also, \(\sigma\) is the spot propagation parameter, \(\sigma'\) is the propagation parameter for spot in the calmed region, \(\tau\) is the ratio of \(\sigma'\) and \(\sigma\) and \(g\) is the spot formation rate per unit area per unit time.

In Jiang and Simon (2003b), a relationship between \(g\) and \(g_0\) is developed, where \(g\) is the turbulent spot generation rate from the “continuous breakdown” model, Eq. (10), and \(g_0\) is for the “concentrated breakdown” model, Eq. (11).
\[
0.4549\left(\frac{3U}{g \sigma} \right)^{1/3} = 0.641\left(\frac{U}{g_n \sigma} \right)^{1/2}
\]  

(13)

This allows using \(g_0\) from the literature to determine \(g\) in the above model. Note a different set of units for \(g\) vs. \(g_0\), where \(g_0\) is the spot formation rate per unit distance per unit time.

Gostelow et al. (1994) gave a correlation between the spot formation rate, \(N\), the pressure gradient parameter, \(\lambda_\theta\), and the freestream turbulence level, \(\tau\), at the transition onset location as:
\[
N = \frac{0.86}{1000} \exp(2.134\lambda_\theta \ln(\tau))
\]  

-59.23\lambda_\theta - 0.56411n(\tau)

(14)
where \( N = \frac{g_{\text{r}} \sigma \theta^3}{v}, \lambda_0 = \frac{\theta_i^2}{v}, \theta_i \) is the momentum thickness at the transition onset point. The value of \( \sigma \) is in the range 0.25-0.29, as suggested by Narasimha (1985). Hodson took it as 0.25. Thus, we use Eq. (14) to calculate \( N \), from which we can get \( g_{\text{r}} \). Then using Eq. (13), we calculate \( g \) and then \( G \), through its definition. Finally, we use Eq. (12) to calculate \( \gamma \). This form of the intermittency model is applied against the Minnesota data later in this paper.

The effective total diffusivity in the transitional flow is often computed as:

\[
v_{\text{eff}} = v_L + \gamma v_T
\]

(15)

where \( v_L \) and \( v_T \) are the molecular and turbulent viscosities, respectively.

Roach and Brierley (2000) presented a model for transition which included both freestream turbulence and turbulence length scale effects. Though the turbulence level is most important, they note the importance of scale in their modeling.

In preparation for further improvements to the intermittency modeling, Gostelow’s group experimentally documented spot behavior in strong adverse pressure gradients (D’Ovidio et al. 2001a and b). They added wakes to their experimental program and investigated transition in a separated flow (Gostelow and Thomas, 2003). They found that the calmed region behind a turbulent zone is stronger behind a rod-generated wake than that behind a naturally-occurring spot. Chong and Zhong (2003) studied spot growth on a flat plate with zero and favorable pressure gradients. They recorded the behavior of the overhang of the developing turbulent spot and used the results in their discussion of spot growth.

**Simulations with Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)**

Schobeiri et al. (1998), Chakka and Schobeiri (1999) and Schobeiri and Chakka (2002) used mixing length theory combined with intermittency and the RANS equations to get time-averaged predictions of flow and heat transfer. Computed heat transfer and velocity distributions on the suction surface were compared with measurements.

Kim and Crawford (1998 and 2000) simulated the wake-affected transitional flow on a flat plate. An algebraic turbulence model developed by Cebeci and Smith (1974) was used for the estimation of turbulent viscosity. The empirical correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980) was used to determine the transition onset. The path model was by Hodson et al. (1992).

Chernobrovkin and Lakshminarayana (2000) used the Navier-Stokes code developed by Lakshminarayana et al. (2000) to simulate unsteady flow in a turbine rotor due to nozzle wake-rotor interaction. The predicted flow field was in good agreement with the experimental data at design and off-design conditions. An assessment of viscous and inviscid contributions to nozzle wake decay and unsteady loss distribution in a rotor passage revealed the dominant effect of viscous decay upstream of the leading edge. Inside the passage, inviscid effects (chopping, stretching, distortion, area changes, etc.) had a significant influence. The numerical solver predicted most of the features associated with unsteady transition on a turbine blade.

Eulitz and Engel (1998) used the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations together with the Spalart and Allmaras one-equation turbulence model (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992) to investigate wake/blade row interaction in a low-pressure turbine. Transition onset was determined by the Drela (1995) model. The simulation captured separated-flow and wake-induced transition. Instantaneous Mach number and eddy-velocity plots were utilized to monitor wake migration and interaction with downstream boundary layers. With the same model of Eulitz and Engel (1998), Höhn and Hening (2000) and Höhn et al. (2001) computed flows with wakes. Unsteady quantities, such as surface pressure, vorticity in the blade passage, unsteady velocity fields and skin friction, were compared with the experiments of Gombert and Höhn (2001). Nayeri and Höhn (2003) used a Navier-Stokes solver with the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation turbulence model and the Drela (1995) transition onset model to compute flow over a three-stage low pressure turbine. They noted a need for adjustment of parameters in the turbulence and transition models and suggested that more work is needed to find the proper parameters to be used for this adjustment. Hu and Fransson (2000) compared three transition models in an industrial Navier-Stokes solver. They noted that the accuracy of prediction depends on flow conditions. Generally, however, the \( e^2 \) model of transition was more successful in the presence of a strong adverse pressure gradient. Suzuki et al. (2000) computed the flow of Qiu (1996), Qiu and Simon (1997) and Simon et al. (2000) using a transport equation for intermittency, the Roberts (1980) separated flow transition onset model and the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw (1980) attached flow onset model to successfully match the data over a range of Reynolds numbers and turbulence intensity values. They later expanded their test cases to include three LPT test cases (Suzuki et al., 2003). Suzuki and Huang (2003) next moved to a simulation of the unsteady data with bar-generated wakes of Kaszeta et al. (2001) and Schobeiri and Pappu (1997). In this case, they used a turbulence model without transition modeling. They noted a need to take transition into consideration in the analysis. Lodefier et al. (2003) used a two-equation, \( k-\Omega \) model with a dynamic intermittency model for simulation of flat plate and cascade boundary layer transition. Onset was based upon local quantities. The model was developed with the flat plate data and verified in the cascade.

Gier et al. (2000) performed a steady, 3-D flow simulation using a modified Abu-Ghannam and Shah transition model and a two-equation turbulence closure model. Their comparisons with data indicated a need for improved transition onset modeling.

Cardamone et al. (2002) computed the effects of wakes on boundary layer transition in a highly loaded, axial-flow, Low Pressure Turbine (LPT). The flow had a large separation bubble on the suction surface. For turbulence closure, they used the Spalart-Allmaras model and for transition onset they used Drela’s formulation of the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw model. For the higher Reynolds number case, predictions were good, with a noted exception that the effects of the calmed region that follows the passage of a turbulent spot was over-predicted. For the low-Reynolds-number case with massive separation, the comparison of model results and experimental data showed large discrepancies. The computed losses were much larger and the separation streamline was computed to not reattach. Clearly, transition was predicted to proceed too slowly. Vicedo et al. (2003) presented a separated flow intermittency model which includes the effects of entrainment of surrounding fluid, then used it with the Mayle onset model to verify its performance against a well-established test case. Work by the same group (Vilmin et al. 2003) used a CFD solver with the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw transition model. They showed that they could resolve the transient features in the separated flow under the wake as identified in their experimental data from a high-lift LPT airfoil experiment.

Researchers at VKI and Snecma investigated the effects of wakes on transition in a high-lift LPT. They conducted experiments with rotating bars (Coton et al., 2002) and made CFD simulations of the experiments (Roux et al. 2002). For transition onset, the Drela scheme was used for attached flow and the Davis scheme was employed for separated flow transition. The transition length was computed with a model by Solomon et al. (1996). Changes of static pressure distribution and turbulence, both associated with oncoming wakes, were important. The choice of the numerical spatial scheme was shown to be important in the prediction of transition onset. Comparisons with heat transfer results indicated that an improved turbulence model and
an improved transition model that incorporate wakes are needed. They later presented satisfactory results (Houtermans et al. 2003) for analysis of a highly-loaded LPT with the laminar flow, separated flow transition model they developed.

Thurston and Stoffel (2001) applied linear and non-linear, low-Reynolds-number, k-ω, eddy viscosity models to the numerical simulation of unsteady wake effects on transition, as induced by separation and wake passing turbulence. Although the models couldn’t capture the details of the dynamic features of the separation bubble under unsteady flow conditions, they could reproduce relevant unsteady flow phenomena, e.g. the velocity oscillation effects on the bubble length. The models over-predicted transition length and showed deficiencies with respect to skin friction coefficient distribution in the fully-turbulent flow region when they were used to simulate transition, as triggered by passing wakes.

Liu et al. (2002) studied bypass transition in separated flow within the LPT to assess transition modeling. The CFD results were compared to rig data. Though the separation location was poorly predicted, the effects of decreasing Reynolds numbers on airfoil overall performance were predicted well. Sanz and Platzner (2002) studied the effects of transition models and solution methods on computed transition behavior. They found that such parameters as discretization scheme of the turbulence model or the flow solver have a large influence on computational results, comparable to those of the choice of transition model. Using a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code, Roux et al. (2001) investigated the effects of choice of transition and turbulence models, free stream turbulence (on laminar boundary layers) and mesh refinement. An analysis of a transitional boundary layer was presented by Palma (2002). For turbulence closure, the k-ω model was used and for transition, the Mayle separated-flow transition onset model was employed. Computed results were found to be fair when compared to data from an LPT cascade and from a transonic-flow compressor cascade. Stadmüller et al. (2000) used the unsteady boundary layer interaction method to compute wall shear stresses on the suction surface of an LPT, as affected by passing wakes. Their results compared favorably with their measurements.

**Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)**

Wu and Durbin (2000) performed DNS of unsteady wake effects and of transition on a flat plate and in a turbine passage. The development of wakes in a low-pressure turbine passage and bypass transition on a zero pressure gradient flat plate were also simulated and presented. They compared the DNS prediction of transition induced by periodic wakes to those of RANS methods, e.g. the Spalart and Allmaras one-equation turbulence model and the r²-f model. The gross features of the transitional flow were predicted.

**Other efforts**

Walters and Leylek (2003a) used a commercially-available solver and a three-equation, eddy-viscosity model developed by them to resolve unsteady transition due to passing wakes. They found an improvement over RANS-based modeling. They showed success of the model when applied to highly-loaded cascade airfoils (2003b). Victor and Houdcville (2000) divided the boundary layer into two regions. In the near-wall region, the mixing length with the Van Driest wall damping function was used; in the region away from the wall (y>75), the k-ω model was used. The velocity profile and the shape parameters from predictions were compared with experiments. Good agreement of phase-averaged velocity and shape parameter was found.

Johnson (2002) utilized linear perturbation methods to predict receptivity of a laminar boundary layer to freestream turbulence consisting of vortex arrays. His method predicted the growth of fluctuations in the laminar boundary layer as initiated by the freestream turbulence intensity and as influenced by the freestream turbulence length scale. Hence, his method could determine the start of transition without empirical correlation. Johnson (2003) used this analysis to compute the receptivity of boundary layers to freestream turbulence for various pressure gradients. This method computed transition onset values that were in agreement with the Abu-Ghannam and Shaw correlation.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Because transitional flows are not well understood, experimental work is important. Recent work which pertains to the LPT is reviewed next. Volino and Hultgren (2000) studied separated flow transition on a flat plate with an imposed pressure gradient that simulated that of an LPT. They described the effect of freestream turbulence on the instability in the shear layer of the separation bubble. Schultz and Volino (2001) discussed the effects of combined streamline concave curvature and streamwise acceleration on transition to turbulence. Both effects were shown to be important. Volino (2002a) documented the changing scales of velocity fluctuation in a boundary layer passing through transition by using wavelet spectral analysis. Self-similarity of the turbulent zone was found. In the non-turbulent zone, the dominant frequencies were those of the free-stream. Volino (2002b and 2002c) discussed measurements in separated-flow transition under LPT conditions with various Reynolds numbers and free stream turbulence intensity values. Mean and fluctuating velocity profiles, turbulent shear stress profiles and intermittency profiles were presented. From power spectral distributions, transition was identified by a sharp peak in the spectra when the freestream turbulence level was low and a broad band of turbulence when the free-stream turbulence was elevated. Volino et al. (2001) applied conditional sampling against data from a transitional boundary layer subject to high (initially 9%) free-stream turbulence and strong acceleration to separate the turbulent and non-turbulent zone data. They found that mean velocity profiles were clearly different in the turbulent and non-turbulent zones and skin friction coefficients were as much as 70% higher in the turbulent zone. Eddy transport in the non-turbulent zone is significant, however, and the non-turbulent zone does not behave like a laminar boundary layer. Within each of the two zones there was considerable self-similarity of the mean profiles from the beginning to the end of transition, each behaving like their respective fully developed flows. This may prove useful for future modeling efforts.

Yaras (2001) suggested that separation bubble transition occurs at a local pressure gradient that differs significantly from the upstream pressure profile. In the case of low free-stream disturbances, development of instability waves prior to separation changed as upstream history changed. Measurements documented the effects of such pressure gradients on the separated region transition process. Yaras (2002) continued such measurements and discussed the effects of pressure waves prior to separation. In 2003, Roberts and Yaras measured transition behavior in attached-flow (2003a) and separated-flow (2003b). Their measurements were used to assess existing models for transition and to support development of an attached flow transition length model. Volino and Murawski (2003) experimentally documented transitional boundary layer flow in a cascade, measuring mean velocity profiles and turbulence, including spectra. They note that small but measurable differences in the spectra of the low free-stream turbulence cases can have a significant effect on boundary layer reattachment.

Lou and Hourmouziadis (2000) experimentally documented unsteady separation bubbles in a flat plate flow with an opposite wall that is contoured to create a pressure profile of an LPT and flow pulsation to simulate the unsteadiness of passing wakes. They identified characteristic instability frequencies in the free shear layer. Solomon (2000) took surface pseudo shear stress measurements in a rotating, two-stage turbine to investigate the
effects of wakes and loading. He reduced the solidity and increased the loading in comparison cases to observe separated flow transition. He noted that if the upstream blade rows were properly clocked, he could completely eliminate the periodicity of the wake induced transition. Brunner et al. (2000) used results of an experiment with moving bar-generated wakes to show that the LPT could be redesigned for higher loading if the effects of rotor-stator interaction were incorporated into the design. In a companion paper, these researchers presented multi-sensor hot wire measurements to describe the boundary layer flow on a highly loaded LPT (Wolf et al. 2000) and in a third paper from the same group (Teutsch et al. 2000), they presented measurements of boundary layer development and losses as affected by incoming wakes. The wakes induce earlier transition, reducing the separation bubble size and the losses associated with separation. Howell et al. (2001) measured unsteady boundary layer behavior in two, high-lift and one, ultra-high-lift LP turbines using surface-mounted hot-film sensors. Regions of wake-induced transition, natural transition and calming in the boundary layer were identified and effects of passing wakes on these regions were discussed. Funazaki and Aoyama (2000) measured Reynolds shear stress distributions in the wake-affected boundary layer to show clearly such transport in the calmed region. Funazaki et al. (2003) used similar measurements to experimentally describe the effects of wakes on leading edge separation bubbles. They note the strong effects of wakes and subsequent calmed regions on separation zone size. Steiger and Hodson (2003) measured the effects of wakes on separated flow transition, noting the creation of an inflectional profile due to the wake and the development of inviscid Kelvin-Helmholtz rollup of the shear layer, leading to transition. They also documented pressure changes with passing wakes (Steiger et al. 2003) and tied the pressure response to coherent vortices that form in the boundary layer as the wakes pass. In a similar study, Jiang and Simon (2003c), documented the effect of the spatial and temporal acceleration fields, as affected by passing wakes, on transition of the flow over an LPT. They also varied the wake spacing and the background turbulence intensity (Kaszeta et al. 2003) to show the effect of each on transition in the wake-affected flow on the LPT suction surface. The case with decreased wake spacing allowed a more detailed look at the calming effect after the passing of a wake. Radomsky and Thole (2001) examined the effects of elevated freestream turbulence levels on boundary layer development along a stator vane airfoil. Both the mean and fluctuating velocities on the pressure and suction surfaces were measured by using a two-component LDV system. Schobeiri et al. (2003) measured unsteady boundary layer behavior as influenced by rod-generated wakes. Measurements over a Reynolds number range from 50,000 to 125,000 allowed a description of the onset and extent of separation and transition zones.

Several studies developed means for control over transition. Byerley et al. (2002) showed that a Gurney flap on the downstream pressure surface could eliminate or reduce the suction-surface separation bubble that appears when operating at very low Reynolds numbers. Volino studied the use of rectangular bars (2003a) and issuing jets (2003b) on the suction surface of a low-pressure turbine for control of transition. At low Reynolds numbers, the bars are effective, but they add to the loss at high Reynolds numbers. The jets showed improvement over the non-controlled case and over the passive control case (in which the bars were used). Wang and Rice (2003) looked at the effects of surface roughness and found a more upstream transition on some of their rough surfaces when the turbulence intensity was elevated, but no lasting effects of roughness for cases where the turbulence was low.

Walsh et al. (2002) discussed local entropy generation in transitional boundary layers with freestream pressure gradients, giving a quick and simple method for comparing performance between one design and another.

---

**Low Reynolds number effects and boundary layer transition - the University of Minnesota data**

Below, the separated flow transition model of Mayle and the path model of Ramesh and Hodson (1999) are applied against data taken at the University of Minnesota to assess their performance for use on the suction surface of a turbine blade in the presence of passing wakes.

The Data with Wakes. Kaszeta (2000), Kaszeta and Simon (2002) and Kaszeta et al. (2001) conducted experiments on the effects of passing wakes on transition of the suction surface boundary layer on a low-pressure, axial-flow turbine. The background (ahead of the wake generator) freestream turbulence intensity, $FSTI$, was 2.5% and the Reynolds number, $Re$, was 50,000 based upon suction surface length and exit velocity. They modified the cascade of Qiu (1996), Qiu and Simon (1997) and Simon et al. (2000) to add wakes generated by rods. Kaszeta collected ensemble-averaged profiles of velocity, turbulence intensity and turbulence intermittency. Ensemble averaging was based upon position within the wake-passing period. The cycle beginning point, $\theta = 0$, is arbitrary.

Figure 2 shows transition onset location from these results compared with Mayle’s model (Jiang and Simon 2003a). Included are time-resolved and time-averaged data as well as two steady cases (without wakes) with $T\theta = 2.5\%$ and $T\theta = 10\%$. For time-resolved data, we see that the points are divided into two parts: (1) points near the long bubble model prediction. $88^\circ < \theta < 320^\circ$ of the wake-passing cycle) during which transition is at the downstream edge of the suction surface (sometimes slightly beyond the trailing edge, for which we assumed the trailing edge as the transition location). (2) points near the short bubble model prediction ($4^\circ < \theta < 84^\circ$ and $324^\circ < \theta < 360^\circ$ of the wake-passing cycle).

Fig. 2 Mayle’s model and the University of Minnesota data

$4^\circ < \theta < 24^\circ$ and $324^\circ < \theta < 340^\circ$ Turbulent strips generated by wakes trigger transition in the near-wall boundary layer. Though no intermittency rise associated with transition is visible in the pre-separation boundary layer flow, wake turbulence has a strong influence in destabilizing the flow. Incipient transition seems to appear far upstream (much earlier than predicted) in the periods from $4^\circ < \theta < 24^\circ$ and from $324^\circ < \theta < 340^\circ$ but doesn’t seem to proceed through transition until considerably farther downstream. The point of beginning of “sustained transition” is taken as the onset location.

$28^\circ < \theta < 84^\circ$ and $344^\circ < \theta < 360^\circ$. In these periods, transition onset location moves along with the passing wake. The onset locations are just upstream of these wakes, indicating a short lag between the time at which the wake is nearby and the onset of transition. In this range, flow develops to become fully turbulent
soon after incipient transition occurs, while transition in the range $4^\circ < \theta < 24^\circ$ and $324^\circ < \theta < 340^\circ$ is extended by acceleration.

$88^\circ < \theta < 320^\circ$. In this range, the wake has passed the transition zone, the free stream outside of the boundary layer is temporally accelerated and the effect of acceleration on the boundary layer is to stabilize the flow. Therefore, transition is retarded. But, from the profile of intermittency, we can conclude that transition occurs downstream of the measurement zone, or perhaps downstream of the test section trailing edge. When the latter, we set the transition point to be the airfoil trailing edge.

Often in design, the time-averaged transition location is of interest, but the effects of wakes must be considered. Thus, in this section, we assess whether the correlation for determining the transition point can be used in time-averaged simulations of unsteady flows if the input parameters include the effects of unsteadiness. Figure 2 shows a single time-averaged value of $Re_{\theta, x} vs Re_{\theta, x}$. The first is computed by averaging the time-resolved separation and transition points to find the cycle-average separation and transition points, then computing $Re_{\theta, x}$. The second is found by averaging the time-resolved momentum thickness values at separation to compute the time-average momentum thickness value, then computing $Re_{\theta, x}$. We note that had we entered the Mayle correlation with this value of $Re_{\theta, x}$ and had we assumed a short bubble separation behavior, we would have computed a value of $Re_{\theta, x}$ from the model that is very close to the $Re_{\theta, x}$ value we computed from the measurements.

Jiang and Simon (2003b) applied the Ramesh and Hodson (1999) path model discussed above to the Minnesota data. They computed $\gamma\left(\theta, \frac{X}{L_{ss}}\right)$ then averaged over $\theta$ to get the cycle-average $\gamma\left(\frac{X}{L_{ss}}\right)$ shown in Fig. 3. The predicted $\gamma$ continues to grow with $X/L_{ss}$, as the model requires. However, the real flow transitions while the wake is present and recovers after the wake has passed, leading to a leveling of $\gamma\left(\frac{X}{L_{ss}}\right)$ on the aft region.

Due to the velocity deficit caused by a passing wake, the free stream to the suction surface boundary layer oscillates during the wake passing cycle. This oscillation causes temporal acceleration and deceleration of the flow. Also, the free stream velocity changes spatially along the suction surface due to the passage geometry. Transition is determined by the total effect of temporal and spatial acceleration, which is the substantial derivative:

$$\frac{Du}{Dt} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + u \frac{\partial u}{\partial x}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

To show changes in the flow during the wake-passing cycle, we created movies from the Kaszeta data. Figure 4 is one picture from one movie. It shows transition as rising near-wall values of intermittency at $s/L_{ss}=55-65\%$, downstream of the throat, while the large intermittency values beyond the boundary layer at $s/L_{ss}=75-90\%$ represent the passing wake. Note the region of high intermittency values lifting off the wall as the separation zone thickens over the range $s/L_{ss}=55-80\%$. A deceleration region occurs at this location, indicated by negative values of $Du/Dt$ and $u\partial u/\partial x$. Important to flow separation and transition are temporal acceleration, spatial acceleration and free-stream turbulence, all affected by the passing wakes. The movies help in looking at these effects separately. More discussion is in Jiang and Simon (2003c).

![Fig. 4 One picture from one movie (a) velocity, (b) $Du/Dt$, (c) $\partial u/\partial t$, (d) $u\partial u/\partial x$, (e) intermittency. This is at $\theta=320^\circ$. Color scale indicates values of the parameter, plotted vs. distance from wall, $x$(mm), and streamwise distance, $s$, is normalized on suction surface length, $L_{ss}$ The dashed line is transition onset and the dotted line is separation.](image)

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first discussed recent develops that have raised the interest in microturbine and small turbine engine development. Following this, we reviewed some recent literature in support of microturbine and small turbine development, including streamwise curvature and boundary layer transition. We completed the paper by discussing these two effects in some detail and presented some recent work conducted at the University of Minnesota.
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